SELF DECLARATION FOR TEMPORARY LICENSE FOR SALE FOR CRACKERS

I __________________ hereby declare that the particulars furnished by me are true & correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and I have not concealed any facts. I undertake abide by the guidelines mentioned below:

1. The salesperson(s) should not be below the age of 18 years and the temporary license holder should submit the detail of all salesmen and other persons involved in the sale of crackers with the application form for obtaining temporary license.
2. All salesperson(s)/ other persons involved in the sale of crackers shall engage in the act of selling only while wearing cotton clothes during the period of sale.
3. The fireworks shall be kept in a shed made of non-flammable material and should take all the preventive measures to avoid unauthorized persons from having access to the shed.
4. Any two neighboring sheds shall not face each other and shall be at a distance of at least 3 mtrs from each other and 50 meters from nearest protected works.
5. No oil-burning lamps, gas lamps or naked lights shall be used inside the shed nor within safety distance from the shed. Any electrical light if used shall be fixed to wall or ceiling inside the shed and shall not be suspended by flexible wire. All switches shall be fixed firmly near the shed ceiling and a master switch shall be provided for each row of sheds.
6. Display of fireworks shall not be allowed within 50 meters of any sheds.
7. The use of cigarette, lighter, Aggarbatties/Dhooph and matches box in the designated areas is prohibited.
8. No crackers shall be tested or blasted near designated area.
9. No licensee shall store, display or sell joined firecrackers (series of crackers or laries) that have been manufactured using barium salts or compounds of antimony, lithium, mercury, arsenic, lead or strontium chromate.
10. No licensee shall store, display or sell firecrackers whose decibel levels are not within the permitted limits as provided under the relevant Notifications and Rules.
11. Licensee shall manufacture green crackers which produce reduced emission (improved crackers). However crackers which have already been manufactures will be allowed to be sold.
12. Accidents by fire/explosion or any loss/shortage/theft of crackers shall be immediately reported to the nearest Police Station as well as the licensing authority at its local office.
13. The licensee shall only purchase authorized fireworks which are clearly mentioned under the list of authorized explosives from a licensed factory/company.
14. The licensee shall maintain all records and accounts of all crackers in stock and which has been sold in a format as the licensing authority may direct from time to time and shall exhibit his/her stock books of account and records to any of the officers authorized under the relevant rules, whenever such officer may call upon them to do so.

Name: ____________________________ Signature: ____________________________

Address: __________________________ Date: ____________________________